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The phrase “cosmetic compliance” describes an organization’s compliance program that is not informed or
inspired by ethical practices or a culture of compliance but by regulatory demands or sanction conditions. The big
question is, why do organizations comply with anti-money laundering legislation? Any organization that is
unable to answer this question satisfactorily can be adjudged to run a cosmetic compliance program. To these
types of organizations, compliance is not a culture and is not embedded in their business processes. Compliance
is compelled by reason of regulatory enforcement or necessity for regulatory compliance. Therefore, it is
inappropriate to assess the effectiveness of an organization’s compliance program by reference to absence of
sanction.

The fact that an organization has no history of sanction or violation does not make the organization compliant.
This is because you can have violations without sanctions, whereas you cannot have sanctions without violations.
When sanctions are imposed by regulators, the sins of the violating organizations are exposed to the world, and
the spotlight will be on the effectiveness of the defaulting organizations’ compliance programs, if there are any.
Why is this? It must be noted that there are many financial institutions and designated non-financial businesses
and professions whose violations are unknown to the regulators and members of the public. This does not by any
stretch of the imagination imply that these organizations’ anti-money laundering (AML) compliance programs
are effective.
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